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Approx. 
15mins. Walk
from the JR 
station to 
“the Otabisho„
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★Otabisho

Kaguratai Sambaso Kirintai Shakkyotai Gotaisan Ho’otai

Ebisutai Ryujintai Konkotai Kinkotai Daikokutai Seiryutai

Registered as a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

TA K AY A M A 
SPRING 
FESTIVAL
April 14th & 15th

The Takayama Spring Festival is the annual festival of Hie Jinja Shrine, 
honoring the guardian deity, known affectionately as Sanno-sama, of the 
southern half of Takayama's castle-town. As such the festival is commonly 
known as the Sanno Festival.

The yatai are symbolic of 
Takayama's past economic might, and each one is a display of Japanese 
traditional craftsmanship. The spring festival is a major drawcard that 
attracts people to Takayama in droves from throughout Japan and around the 
world.

The mikoshi 
portable shrine in which Sanno-sama rides in takes 
centre stage, surrounded by serenading musicians, 
lion dance performers purifying the streets and ridding 
them of evil spirits, tokeiraku players banging gongs, 
and escorts keeping an eye on proceedings. The 
procession departs Hie jinja Shrine on April 14 and 
weaves through the town, and returns to its home the 
following day. Each participant strides along in the 
unique garb of yesteryears, and the procession allows 
the observer to peek into the Japan of the past.
On April 14 and 15

Japanese deities are brought forth from their shrines 
to rest at the Otabisho. At the intersection in front 
of it, dedicated karakuri marionette performances 
are held. 

Spectators are treated with the fantastical scenery 
of wonderous yatai drifting through the historical 
heart of Takayama.
From approx. 18:30 on April 14
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If it rains, all festival ceremonies and performances will be canceled.
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Hoteitai Kimpotai Daihachitai Kyuhosha JimmataiKaguratai

Sennintai Gyojintai Hojutai Homeitai Ho’otai

Registered as a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

October 9th & 10th

T A K A Y A M A
AUTUMN
FESTIVAL

The Takayama Autumn Festival is the annual festival of Sakurayama 
Hachimangu Shrine, honoring the guardian deity, known affectionately as 
Hachiman-sama, of the northern side of Takayama's castle town. As such 
the festival is commonly know as the Hachiman Festival.

The 
mikoshi (portable shrine in which Hachiman-sama 
rides) takes centre stage, and surrounding it are serenading 
musicians, lion dance performers purifying the streets 
and ridding them of evil spirits, tokeiraku players 
banging gongs, and escorts dressed in ceremonial 
samurai garb keeping an eye on proceedings. The 
procession departs the Sakurayama Hachimangu 
Shrine on October 9 and weaves through the town, and 
returns to its home the following day.
On October 9 and 10

You will find the Hoteitai 
float in the shrine's main courtyard, and the other ten 
yatai lined up on the approaching walkway as well as 
other areas.

The atmosphere created by the music rouses feelings of 
anticipation towards the coming autumn. 
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banner

one-of-a-kind
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Approx. 
20mins. Walk
from the JR 
station to 
“Sakurayama 
  Hachimangu 
  Shrine„
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